Mobile device storage for
21st Century Healthcare
Enhance service delivery and patient care, with effective
and easy to clean mobile device charging and storage
We understand that 21st century healthcare demands instantaneous connectivity and always-on mobile
devices. That’s why LapCabby deliver space saving solutions to keep devices with private patient data secure
and away from prying eyes yet easily transportable and fully charged for when they are needed most.

Key benefits of LapCabby
in Healthcare:
Ergonomic and compact models
Easy to clean to reduce the risk of infection
Cost effective models and a lifetime warranty
to deliver ROI
Desktop storage solutions – perfect for nurses
stations
Transportable solutions – to move devices
quickly and securely
Supports transition to paperless NHS
Programmable charging schedules ensuring
charged devices – around the clock
Integrated safety features to protect users and
devices
Stringently tested to guarantee optimal health
and safety compliance

Facilitate mobile workers and the digital NHS
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Range Overviews
Desktop Range

Our DeskCabby fits neatly on
a desktop while still offering
room for up to 12 USB powered tablets, making it
an ideal solution for nurses
stations, office areas, wards
and surgery receptions.

Locka Range

LapCabby’s Locka enables
you to charge and secure
a myriad of devices and
accommodate a growing
mobile user base.
With Locka you can
create a central ‘hub’ for
charging devices including
Chromebooks, laptops and
tablets - to support staff on
wards, ensure devices are
always ready for use and
support the transition to the
digital NHS.

Lyte Range

Providing the flexibility to
deliver storage for mobile
devices, in space saving
simple to clean solutions.
Securing multiple devices
in one unit or offering
single door per device
compartments, the Lyte
range is perfect for securing
and charging devices that
hold sensitive patient data.
With floor standing, desktop and wall mounted
solutions - There really is a Lyte for any device or
space – from nurses stations, office areas and busy
wards to surgery receptions.

askus@lapcabby.com
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UniCabby

Our UniCabbys are
compact, to save space in
surgeries, labs and on the
ward and are designed
to be easily transported,
secured and cleaned.

TabCabby Range

Our TabCabbys will securely and safely transport
and charge devices in busy hospital environments.
Small enough to manoeuvre busy wards, easy to
clean to keep infections at bay and simple to use are
just a few reasons the TabCabby is the perfect choice
for delivering digital Healthcare.

Boost+

Boost+ is our portable charging and
synchronisation unit, charging and
syncing up to 16 mobile devices
without having to pack them away,
making it great for busy hospital
environments utilising a mix of
mobile devices.

Portable Range

Our portable GoCabby is
designed to accommodate
all kinds of USB-powered
tablet devices including iPad,
Android and Kindle Fire.
GoCabby has Cambrionix
U16S technology to sync
16 tablets, and its unique
design means you can charge
and update devices even when the case is shut and
locked.

